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A.L.P. BROADCAST - 5KA January, 1962. 
PRESENTED BY DOT DUKSTM - MEMBER FOR NORWOOD 

Good Evening, 
The Australian Labor Party has presented a clear program 

for the elections saying quite specifically what it will do. 
1. The first task of any Government is to improve the employment 

position. On this the A.L.P. has said it will use the State 
banking institutions to provide greater finance than is 
now being used by Government. This can be accomplished by 
insisting that all Government instrumentalities bank with 
the State Bank so providing a greater liquidity and making 
more money available for homes, decentralised business 
investment and hire purchase at low rates of interest. 
It would insist that the Savings Bank 52m reserves in 
Commonwealth Loan be used for sound South Australian 
investment where this would fully protect the depositors. 
In other words, S.A. money should be used to develop S.A. 
It will not only do these things, it will use the moneys 
valid for schools construction for that purpose, it will 
insist that Government contracts be carried out where 
possible in South Australia, instead of letting them out 
interstate as the Playford Government has done, and it x*ill 
guarantee co-operatiwe building societies, thereby ensuring 
the conditions upon which the Commonwealth Bank is prepared 
to lend up to an extra £2m. per year for house building. 
Hone of these things has the Playford Government been 
prepared to do. Instead, annoucements have been made 
repeatedly that finance from the Commonwealth will be 
anticipated and men would be taken on by the hundred to 
do Government work. They have not been taken on. The 
foremost £3m. loan from the Commonwealth for essential 
public works to take up the slack in employment has not 
been given - we got instead less than £L m. The men promised 
employment still have not got it, and don»t look like getting 

it. 
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I have already mentioned Labor's plans for expanding State 
Bank finance and how that and a guarantee of building 
societies will stimulate home building. What is the 
alternative under the Playford Government. Sir Thomas 
promises a plan for year housing loans for couples under 
25. But it is already established that to get a State Bank 
housing loan a couple must have £16/-/- clear a week and very 
few at that age have. As it is, this is only one of a long 
series of announcements about housing loans - owner builders 
having already built enough of their houses to be in line for 
bank finance are now told that they must wait at least six 
months for Stats Bank money. That is not nows it has been 
going on for some time. 
In education Labor has said it will use all monies voted 
for schools construction for that purpose. The Playford 
Government, despite unemployment in the building trades is 
currently underspending the votfe by nearly a million a year. 
Of 62 new schools on the estimates in 60—6l not a penny was 
spent on 30. Labor would also improve the lot of teachers to 
make thQ profession competitive with others, institute an 
enquiry into the primaa^ secondary and technical education -
the Wyndhas report in H.S.W. has been the basis for a general 
re-thinking of education organisation in that State, but 
although we were promised such an enquiry in the last 
elections, by the Playford Government nothing has happened 
since except an abortive attempt to re-defino University 
matriculation requirements. 
In decentralisation Labor's plan for a tunnel under the 
Adelaide hills direct to the Murray could be of enormous 
benefit to the State. It could provide in fact cheap rail 
service to an area which could then begin an enormous 
industrial development with large supplies of water at hand. 
It would stimulate employment both short and long-term. 
Labors proposals for a land use board are long overdue. 
The Government has allowed a re-aggregation of land in S.A. 
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Into large holdings with a consequent drift of population 
to the city and there are 5t000 fewer farmers farming the 
land in South Australia: today than in 19^7. 
Labor*a plana for hospitals development are vital to our 
future• /We have fewer hospital beds in proportion to 
population than the other States and the Playford Government 
has con®intently spent leas per head on health and hospitals 
than any other State since the war. To equal the other Otates 
i960 average of hospital beds provision we need over 1,300 
extra hospital beds. To equal their average spending on 
hospitals in the last 10 years would cost another £?<>. in 
running costs alone^/^Labor would build 500bed-hospitals 
at Modbury and Elizabeth and an 800 bed-teaohing-hospital 
at Oaklanda. 7e would insist on the long overdue rebuilding 
of the a.A.H. All the Playford Goveranent has done is to 
produce yet another set of plans for this long overdue work. 
Only Labor has the plans and policy for jobs and for social 
security and opportunity for you and your families. 
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A.L.P. BROADCAST - 5KA January, 1962. 
PRESENTED BY DON DUNSTAN - MEMBER FOR NORWOOD 

Good Evening, 
The Australian Labor Party has presented a clear program 

for the elections saying quite specifically what it will do. 
1. The first task of any Government is to improve the employment 

.position. On this the A.L.P. has said it will use the State 
banking institutions to provide greater finance than is 
now being used by Government. This can be accomplished by 
insisting that all Government instrumentalities bank with 
the State Bank so providing a greater liquidity and making 
more money available for homes, decentralised business 
investment and hire purchase at low rates of interest. 
It would insist that the Savings Bank 52m reserves in 
Commonwealth Loan be used for sound South Australian 
investment where this would fully protect the depositors. 
In other words, S.A. money should be used to develop S.A. 
It will not only do these things, it will use the moneys 
valid for schools construction for that purpose, it will 
insist that Government contracts be carried out where 
possible in South Australia, instead of letting them out 
interstate as the Playford Government has done, and it will 
guarantee co-operative building societies, thereby ensuring 
the conditions upon which the Commonwealth Bank is prepared 
to lend up to an extra £2m. per year for house building. 
None of these things has the Playford Government been 
prepared to do. Instead, annoucements have been made 
repeatedly that finance from the Commonwealth will be 
anticipated and men would be taken on by the hundred to 
do Government work. They have not been taken on. The 
foremost £3m. loan fiiom the Commonwealth for essential 
public works to take up the slack in employment has not 
been given - we got instead less than £1 m. The men promised 
employment still have not got it, and don't look like getting 
it. 
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2. I have already mentioned Labor's plans for expanding State 

Bank finance and how that and a guarantee of building 
societies will stimulate home building. What is the 
alternative under the Playford Government. Sir Thomas 
promises a plan for 40 year housing loans for couples under 
25. But it is already established that to get a State Bank 
housing loan a couple must have £16/-/- clear a week and very 
few at that age have. As it is, this is only one of a long 
series of announcements about housing loans - owner builders 
having already built enough of their houses to be in line for 
bank finance are now told that they must wait at least six 
months for State Bank money. That is not now, it has been 
going on for some time. 

3. In education Labor has said it will use all monies voted 
for schools construction for that purpose. The Playford 
Government, despite unemployment in the building trades is 
currently underspending the votfe, by nearly a million a year. 
Of 62 new schools on the estimates in 6O-6I not a penny was 
spent on 30. Labor would also improve the lot of teachers to 
make the profession competitive with others, institute an 
enquiry into the primary secondary and technical education -
the Wyndham report in N.S.W. has been the basis for a general 
re-thinking of education organisation in that State, but 
although we were promised such an enquiry in the last 
elections, by the Playford Government nothing has happened 
since except an abortive attempt to re-define University 
matriculation requirements. 
In decentralisation Labor's plan for a tunnel under the 
Adelaide hills direct to the Murray could be of enormous 
benefit to the State. It could provide in fact cheap rail 
service to an area which could then begin an enormous 
industrial development with large supplies of water at hand. 
It would stimulate employment both short and long-term. 
Labors proposals for a land use board are long overdue. 
The Government has allowed a re-aggregation of land in S.A. 
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into large holdings with a consequent drift of population 
to the city and there are 5,000 fewer farmers farming the 
land in South Australia; today than in 19^7• 

5. Labor's plans for hospitals development are vital to our 
future. We have fewer hospital beds in proportion to 
population than the other States and the Playford Government 

; has consistently spent less per head on health and hospitals 
than any other State since the war. To equal the other States 
i960 average of hospital beds provision we need over 1,300 
extra hospital beds. To equal their average spending on 
hospitals in the last 10 years would cost another £7-|m. in 
running costs alone. Labor would build 500bed-hospitals 
at Modbury and Elizabeth and an 800 bed-teaching-hospital 
at Oaklands. We would insist on the long overdue rebuilding 
of the R.A.H. All the Playford Government has done is to 
produce yet another set of plans for this long overdue work. 
Only Labor has the plans and policy for Jobs and for social 
security and opportunity for you and your families. 
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A.L.i'. BROADCAST - 5&A January, 1962. 
PHUallHTEi) BY BOH DUHOTAB - IlEHBEH FOR IIORVfOOD 

Good Evening, 
2h© Australian Labor Party presented a dear program 

for the elections saying quite specifically what it will do. 
1. The first task of any Government is to improve the employment 

position. On this the A.L.P. has said it will use the State 
hanking institutions to provide greater finance than is 
now being used by Government. 2his can be accomplished by 
insisting that all Government instrumentalities bank with 
the State Bank so providing a greater liquidity and making 
more money available for homes, decentralised business 
investment and hire purchase at low rates of interest. 
It would insist that the Savings Bank 52n reserves in 
Cocnonwealth Loan be used for sound South Australion 
investment where this would fully protect the depositors. 
In other words, S.A. Eoney should be used to develop S.A. 
It will not only do these things, it will use the moneys 
valid for schools construction for that purpose, it will 
insist that Government contracts be carried out where 
possible in South Australia, instead of letting them out 
interstate as the Playford Government has done, and it will 
guarantee co-operative building societies, thereby ensuring 
the conditions upon which the Commonwealth Bank is prepared 
to lend up to an extra £2m. per year for house building. 
Hone of these things has the Playford Government been 
prepared to do. Instead, annouceiaents have been made 
repeatedly that finance from the Commonwealth will be 
anticipated and men would be taken on by the hundred to 
do Government work. They have not been taken on. The 
foremost £3n. loan from the Commonwealth for essential 
public works to take up the slack in employment has not 
been given - we got instead less than £1 n. The men promised 
employment still have not got it, and don*t look like getting 

it. 
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2, I have already mentioned Labor's plane for expanding State 
Bank finance and how that and a guarantee of building 
societies will stimulate home building, IJhat is the 
alternative under the Playford Government. Sir Thorns 
promises a plan for bQ year housing loans for coupleo under 
25» But it is already established that to get a Stat© Bank 
housing loan a couple sust have £16/-/- clear a v;eek and very 
few at that age have. As it is, this is only one of a long 
series of announceoG&to about housing loano - ovmer builders 
having already built enough of their houses to be in line for 
bank finance are now told that they cuot wait at least six 
months for State Bank money. That is not now, it has been 
going on for some time. 

3. In education Labor has said it uill use all monies voted 
for schools construction for that purpose. The Playford 
Government, despite unemployment in the building trades is 
currently underspending the vote by nearly a million a yoar. 
Of 62 now schools on the ostinatoa in 60-61 not a penny was 
spent on 30. Labor would also inprove the lot of toachers to 
make the profession competitive with others, institute on 
enquiry into the prinaiR secondary and technical education -
the v/yndham report in H.S.W. has boon the basis for a general 
re-thinking of education organisation in that State, but 
although we were promised such an enquiry in the last 
elections, by the Playford Government nothing has happened 
since except an abortive attenpt to re-define University 
matriculation requirements. 
In decentralisation Labor's plan for a tunnel under the 
Adelaide hills direct to the Eurray could be of enormous 
benefit to the State. It could provide in fact cheap rail 
service to an area which could then begin an enornouo 
industrial development with large supplies of water at hand. 
It would stinulate enploynsnt both chart and long-term. 
Labors proposals for a land use board are long overdue. 
The Government has allowed a re-aggregation of land in S.A. 
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into large holdings with a consequent drift of population 
to tfoc eity aad thoro are 3 >000 fewer farcers faming tho 
land in South Auotmlia today than ia 19^7. 

5. labor's plasto fos? hospitals devolopsGat ar© vital to oot 
future. Wo Itove fewer hospital bedo in proportion to 
population tfoosi the other. States a M the Playford SoversHemt 
haa ©onoiateiatly opoa'S leas per heaS ©a health and hospitalg 
thaa asye&hos5 State since the mr® 2© equal the ©tlier States 
19^0 average ©£ hoopital beds proviQiosa v/o sooi over 1,300 
extra hospital befiQa To e^usl their average spending ©a 
hoopital© in tho laot 10 yoaiPG womM coot another £?gCj® in 
ranging costs aloae, Lab©r tnmM build SOO^ed-hospitaXo 
at Kodbury cmd Elisabeth aM m 800 bei°»tca©Mag-&©opitaX 
at OalrlassflQ • Uo would insist oa the l©Bg ©voriuo reMiXdiing 
@f tSi© S.AeH. All th© Playford Sovernnent has doao io t© 
ppochaeQ yet another oot of plans for thio long overdmo uorli. 
CBly Ifabor has the piano and policy for J©bo and for eoeial 
security ©ad opportunity for you. and your faoilioo. 
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A.L.P. BROADCAST - 5KA January, 1962. 
PRESENTED BY DOIT DUNS TAN - MEHEER FOR NORWOOD 

Good Evening, 
The Australian Labor Party has presented a clear program 

\ 

for the elections saying quite specifically what it will do. 
1. The first task of any Government is to improve the employment 

position. On this the A.L.P. has said it will use the State 
banking institutions to provide greater finance than is 
now being used by Government. This can be accomplished by 
insisting that all Government instrumentalities bank with 
the State Bank so providing a greater liquidity and making 
more money available for homes, decentralised business 
investment and hire purchase at low rates of interest. 
It would insist that the Savings Bank 52m reserves in 
Commonwealth Loan be used for sound South Australian 
investment where this would fully protect the depositors. 
In other words, S.A. money should be used to develop S.A. 
It will not only do these things, it will use the moneys 
valid for schools construction for that purpose, it will 
insist that Government contracts be carried out where 
possible in South Australia, instead of letting them out 
interstate as the Playford Government has done, and it will 
guarantee co-operative building societies, thereby ensuring 
the conditions upon which the Commonwealth Bank is prepared 
to lend up to an extra £2m. per year for house building. 
Hone of these things has the Playford Government been 
prepared to do. Instead, annoucements have been made 
repeatedly that finance from the Commonwealth will be 
anticipated and men would be taken on by the hundred to 
do Government work. They have not been taken on. The 
foremost £3m. loan from the Commonwealth for essential 
public works to take up the slack in employment has not 
been given - we got instead less than £1 m. The men promised 
employment still have not got it, and don*t look like getting 
it. 
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I have already mentioned Labor's plans for expanding State 
Bank finance and how that and a guarantee of building 
societies will stimulate home building. What is the 
alternative under the Playford Government. Sir Thomas 
promises a plan for kO year housing loans for couples wider 
25. But it is already established that to get a State Bank 
housing loan a couple must have £16/-/- clear a week and very 
few at that age have. As it is, this is only one of a long 
series of announcements about housing loans - owner builders 
having already built enough of their houses to be in line for 
bank finance are now told that they must wait at least six 
months for State Bank money. That is not now, it has been 
going on for some time• 
In education Labor has said it will use all monies voted 
for schools construction for that purpose. The Playford 
Government, despite unemployment in the building trades is 
currently underspending the votte by nearly a million a year. 
Of 62 new schools on the estimates in 60-61 not a penny was 
spent on 30. Labor would also improve the lot of teachers to 
make the profession competitive with others, institute an 
enquiry into the priraaijj secondary and technical education -
the Wyndham report in H.S.W. has been the basis for a general 
re-thinking of education organisation in that State, but 
although we were promised such an enquiry in the last 
elections, by the Playford Government nothing has happened 
since except an abortive attempt to re-define University 
matriculation requirements. 
In decentralisation Labor's plan for a tunnel under the 
Adelaide hills direct to the Murray could be of enormous 
benefit to tho State. It could provide in fact cheap rail 
service to an area which could then begin an enormous 
industrial development with large supplies of water at hand. 
It would stimulate employment both short and long-term. 
Labors proposals for a land use board are long overdue. 
The Government has allowed a re-aggregation of land in S.A. 
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Into large holdings with a consequent drift of population 
to the city and there are 5*000 fewer farmers farming the 
land in South Australia., today than in 19^7« 
Labor's plans for hospitals development are vital to our 

t 

future. We have fewer hospital beds in proportion to 
population than the other States and the Playford Government 
has consistently spent less per head on health and hospitals 
than any other State since the v/ar. To equal the other States 
i960 average of hospital beds provision we need over 1,300 
extra hospital beds. To equal their average spending on 
hospitals in the last 10 years would cost another in 
running costs alone. labor would build 500bed-hospitalo 
at Modbury and Elizabeth and an 800 bed-teaching-hospital 
at Oaklands. We would insist on the long overdue rebuilding 
of the R.A.H. All the Playford Government has done is to 
produce yet another set of plans for this long overdue work.' 
Only Labor has the plans and policy for jobs crnd for social 
security and opportunity for you and your families. 
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